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ROSS PENHALL

From the corner of my eye
C

anadian landscape artist Ross Penhall
often finds when he views the world
it’s in glimpses, and inspiration can strike
at any time. When he travels, near his
home in Vancouver or abroad in places like
Scotland, Penhall always has his camera
and sketchpad ready. For example, when
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traveling in a car, something might catch
the artist’s attention out the corner of his
eye, a scene he must further explore.
“I’ll be driving along and see
something—it’s not always right there in
front of you. It’s in your peripheral vision,
simplified to its light and shadow and

clumpy forms,” he says. “I find myself
wondering, ‘What was that?’ I’m suddenly
jumping out of my car and taking a
photograph. It’s just to remind myself.”
Calling his painting style “softened
realism,” Penhall says the landscapes he
paints are almost sculptural or abstract.

1
Warm, oil on canvas,
48 x 60"
2
Undulating, oil on
canvas, 58 x 72"
3
Near Patience Lake,
oil on canvas, 40 x 40"
4
Marin Fire Road, oil on
canvas, 48 x 57"
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The approach isn’t abstract, but it can
border on it a bit. I am open to change.”
New paintings by Penhall are on view
now in the solo exhibition From the Corner
of My Eye at Caldwell Snyder Gallery in San
Francisco. The works include Undulating,
with a vast and open landscape; Warm,
which features mountains off in the
distance and a darker colored sky that adds
warmth to the painting; and Near Patience
Lake that depicts a large billowy cloud and
another expansive landscape.
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him to an ideal composition. Recalling
a past artist’s sentiment of never letting
nature get in the way of composition,
Penhall says he adds or subtracts from the
scenes before him.
“I am always open as the painting
progresses from pencil to underpainting
to brushwork,” Penhall says. “The pencil
point is much different, and then when
I do the tonal value painting it can change
again. Suddenly the light might appear in
an area, and I’ll make the light different.
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They are reminiscent of places. Sometimes
the paintings are site-specific, but mostly
they are representational or have a
universal quality. He further explains,
“That is important to me because if you
start naming locations, and viewers think
it’s somewhere else, you have to tell them
it’s really over here. I want everyone to have
their own experience without giving too
much information away.”
Penhall also takes liberties with his
landscapes, open to changes that guide
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